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I want to rent out
my London flat
while I work in
Scotland for four months.
Can I let it for less than
the usual minimum
six-month period?
Almost every private
residential letting in
England is an assured
shorthold tenancy
under the Housing Act 1988. There
is a common misconception you
cannot agree a letting period of
under six months. That is technically
wrong. Since 1997 the legislation
applies to any “tenancy under which
a dwelling-house is let as a separate
dwelling”. Subject to some limited
exceptions you can therefore grant
an assured shorthold for a week
or a month.
People speak of a six-month
minimum because landlords cannot
give section 21 notices to end any
letting expiring within six months
of the start of the tenancy. For
example, if the parties agreed a
four-month letting, the landlord
could not insist on ending the
letting until six months has passed. In
the meantime the tenant stays on
under a periodic tenancy for the
remaining two months. There are
also temporary restrictions on
landlords recovering possession
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
There is another option available to
owner-occupiers who want to let out
their homes for less than six months.
Under Ground 1 of Schedule 2 to the
1988 Housing Act, landlords who
have previously “occupied the
dwelling-house as [their] only or
principal home” may give a
preliminary notice that they
may want to recover possession
under that ground.
If the landlord (or family members)
later wants to return to
live there, Ground 1 theoretically
provides a mandatory ground for
possession – even during the first six
months. But since Ground 1 also
requires landlords to give their
tenants a section 8 notice (with a
minimum period of notice), they
often find it is simpler and quicker to
wait until the six-month period ends.
You can therefore grant a short
tenancy of your flat and give a
notice under Ground 1. But you
may still not be able to move back
within six months.
Mark Loveday is a barrister with
Tanfield Chambers. Email questions
to brief.encounter@thetimes.co.uk

The pecking order
A beginner’s guide to keeping chickens (like
Meghan and Harry). By Melissa York

H

arry and Meghan’s
tell-all interview with
Oprah Winfrey has
caused a flap around
the world, but even
their bombshell
revelations couldn’t
distract viewers from
the real stars of the show — the Duke
and Duchess of Sussex’s rescue chickens.
The couple took a break midway
through explaining how they hatched
a plan to “eggscape” the royal pecking
order to introduce Winfrey to their
feathered friends.
The duchess has always wanted
chickens, Harry explained, as the trio
climbed into Archie’s Chick Inn, a
sizeable coop. “I just love rescuing,”
Meghan added, saying it was “so
fulfilling . . . just getting down to basics”.
Media coverage of the American
broadcast resulted in a huge increase in
inquiries to the British Hen Welfare
Trust (BHWT) for rescue hens. The
charity, which rehomes about 60,000
birds a year, had recorded a 150 per cent
rise in inquiries immediately after the
UK screening.
The numbers have “gone through the
roof” since the start of the pandemic,
says Rio Rossarne of the BHWT.
There are 20,000 people on its
waiting list to give a hen a
home. “People are looking for
control in Covid times and
they are finding that these
birds are therapeutic. Others
are wanting to return to a
simpler way of life,” she says.
The charity works with the
egg industry and farmers
to give hens a free-range
retirement. Commercial
birds are usually
hybrids that are bred
for laying, but after 72
weeks they pass their
production peak and
are sent to slaughter.
One chicken will be
lonely and two will be
territorial, so at least
three rescue chickens
must be adopted at a time.

An outbreak of avian flu has coincided
with our pandemic, so no hens have
been rehoused since mid-December
after Defra issued an order to keep birds
undercover to stop them gathering in
large numbers (sound familiar?). The
BHWT has a waiver, however, and it has
8,000 hens to find homes for. It hopes
to be able to start doing this from the
Easter weekend.
“The real hidden Easter egg is that
they have such fun personalities,” says
Rossarne, whose favourite hen name is
Princess Layer.
Sarah Baker, who lives in Eastbourne,
East Sussex, recently added three rescue
hens to her flock of five, named Victoria
Peckham, Margaret Hatcher,
Dame Eggna, Hen10
and Chickira. Initially
Baker’s rescue hens were
frightened of grass. “They
wouldn’t even stand on it,”
says Baker, 37.
“Now they love it,
but it was
shocking
to see.

Celebrity hen
enthusiasts include
the Duke and
Duchess of Sussex,
Liz Hurley, Ed Sheeran
and Geri Halliwell
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And remember, introducing new hens to
each other is brutal.”
“Hens live in a pecking order, a strict
system,” says Arthur Parkinson, a hen
enthusiast. “New birds will be picked on
badly, so buy them at the same time.”
Parkinson’s enthusiasm for chickens
started when, as a toddler, he would spy
them through the hedges of the local
allotments. “I have always found hens to
have a beautiful elegance and a fatal
charm,” he says. “I love their curiosity
and poise.” He says they are essential for
his mental health as an adult.
“If you have animals that need to be
let out, cleaned, fed and looked after, you
just can’t stare at the wall all day in a bad
daydream. I think having a comfy chair
in your hen run just to watch and talk to
your girls is vital therapy,” he says.
His “girls” enjoy Classic FM and have
“strong, proper names: Claudia, Jennifer,
Clarissa, Clarice, Keira, Joanna, Nancy,
Angelica — and Lyndon, my cockerel”.
They are all on his Instagram account —
he has more than 46,000 followers.
These days he takes his younger hens
to Sussex to mingle with the flock of his
friend Sarah Raven, a gardening expert
who co-hosts a podcast with him called
Grow, Cook, Eat, Arrange.
Other high-profile chicken adopters
include Liz Hurley, who owns an organic
farm in Gloucestershire; the Camerons
in the Cotswolds (Samantha once shared
a picture online of David trying to
assemble a flat-pack Eglu coop); the
Spider-Man actor Tom Holland, who
reportedly bought three in lockdown
because he couldn’t get eggs in the
supermarket; Geri Halliwell; and Ed
Sheeran, who lost several of his in a fox
attack on his Suffolk estate in May.
Getting the right coop is essential to
keeping hens safe, but you don’t have to
build Cluckingham Palace. You simply
have to put them to bed every night at
a time that changes with the seasons.
Hens respond to daylight, so they will
typically go to bed later in the summer
and lay more eggs than they do in the
winter. Some coops come with automatic
doors with light sensors.
Keep the henhouses off the ground to
stop anything burrowing underneath
and keep the hens clean with a dust
bath, a wooden box with a mix of old dry
compost, sand and wood ash. “Add mite
powder to this and they’ll take a daily
spa and be very content,” Parkinson says.
Once they have got used to children,
chickens can also be gentle pets, and
they are a great way to teach them
responsibility. Edwina Peters, a 37-yearold former nurse who lives in the
Cotswolds, says that her five-year-old
daughter and two-year-old son love
them. “They’re so friendly. We clean
them out together and they love getting
the warm eggs.”
Fresh eggs are a cracking reason to
raise your own flock. Bought hens
should start laying between 18 and 25
weeks old, but rescues may take
longer to settle in. “It’s really nice to
give people fresh eggs as a present,”
Peters says.
Introducing them to Pocket, the
family pooch, was difficult at first,
but now “she just wants a chat to
them, they annoy her more than
anything”. Keepers of hens often
speak about their chickens’ quirky
personalities. Ethel, her bantam
(miniature) hen, is “completely dotty”,
Peters says. Mary, her Legbar, is
“flighty and aloof”.
They are also inquisitive creatures
and will follow their owners around the
garden to see what they are up to.
“If they’ve laid an egg they will tell you
about it,” Peters says.
Arthur Parkinson’s book The Flower
Yard: Growing Flamboyant Flowers in
Containers is published on March 25

